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put out with Germany's solicitude for Rumania's feelings^
that he thrice made formal representations in Berlin against
it.243 But the German Secretary of State, Jagow, while
admitting some of his arguments, noted: "Yes, but we do
not need by a long shot to join in all Vienna's stupidi-
ties/' 244 Accordingly, after King Carol mobilized his army
and seized the New Dobrudja by force from Bulgaria, Ger-
many confirmed him in his new territories by helping to
prevent the Austrian and Russian efforts to have the Treaty
of Bucharest subjected to revision by the Great Powers.
This divergence of views between Berlin and Vienna
continued during the months following the Balkan Wars.
Bethmann and the Kaiser still placed their hopes on Ru-
manian loyalty, while Berchtold and his advisers inclined
toward closer relations with Bulgaria, since Rumania
seemed to be lost. In the spring of 1914 Rumania's "deser-
tion" seemed more and more probable. This was partly
owing to the active wooing by Russia, and to the propa-
gandist articles by French journalists and professors, who
visited and lectured at Bucharest. It was also partly owing
to the Magyar oppression of the Rumanians living in Tran-
sylvania and to Austria's suspected Bulgarophilism. The
anti-Austrian demonstrations of the chauvinistic Rumanian
"League of Civilization" became louder, and the attacks of
the Rumanian Press more virulent. An anti-Hapsburg
play, "Mr. Notary/' written by a Transylvanian, was being
performed at the National Theatre in Bucharest, It roused
the people to a frenzy. They marched past the royal palace
singing war songs and crying, "Down with Austria" and
"Long live Russia/' King Carol genuinely regretted all
this. But he feared to censor "Mr. Notary," lest it serve
only to advertise it and make matters worse.245 In the
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